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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we complete the solution of the classification pr blem for 
locally compact Jordan division rings initiated in [S]. The final result reads as 
follows. 
THEOREM. Let $ be a locally compact non-discrete Jordan division ring. Then 
the centroid of f is a locally compact non-discrete Jield, and $ is a finite-dimen- 
sional Jordan division algebra over that field. 
The structure oflocally compact non-discrete fields is explicitely known. 
Accordingly, given such a field K, it remains to classify inite-dimensional 
central Jordan division algebras over K. By the general structure theory, this 
amounts to classifying finite-dimensional a isotropic quadratic forms and 
finite-dimensional ce tral associative division algebras, with or without involu- 
tion, over K, and these problems have been solved along time ago. The reader is 
referred toO’Meara [6], Weil[9], and Jacobson [2] for details. 
In order to prove the theorem, we argue indirectly andstudy a certain scalar 
extension f’ of 6, which, though no longer itself a division algebra, still 
reflects theproperty of 9 being adivision algebra. By analyzing the structure of
f’, we eventually get into conflict with the fact, due to Jacobson [l], that the 
theorem holds true for associative division rings in place of $. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
We assume throughout that he reader is familiar with the standard vocabulary 
of (unital quadratic) Jordan algebras, asexplained in Jacobson [4], for example. 
Given a Jordan algebra f, we invariably write P for its quadratic representation, 
1 for its unit element, and {~ycyz} forthe triple product of X, y, z E f, i.e., 
{xyz} = qx, z>y = [P(x + z) - P(x) - P(z)] y; 
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we also put x 0 x = {x1x}. IfC is a unital ternative alg bra, thecorresponding 
Jordan algebra will be written asC +. We call $ associative n case it may be 
endowed with the structure of aunital commutative associative alg bra whose 
Jordan structure agrees with $. Jordan rings are simply Jordan algebras over the 
ring Z of rational integers. Whenever invertibility makesense in a structure S, 
we write SX for the collection of its invertible elements. 
Let 4 be a Jordan division ring. We recall from [7] that adiscrete valuation 
on $ is a map v, x H / x 1, from d to the set R, of non-negative real numbers 
satisfying the following conditions. We have 
lx/ =0-x=0, 
I WY I = I x I2 IY II 
I x + y I < m4 2 Ll3’ I) 
for all X, y E 3, and the values / xI (X E %x) make up a discrete subgroup of the 
group RT of positive real numbers. By letting E be the generator >l of that 
subgroup, we obtain the order function rd: $ --+ Z U {+ co} associated with 
v by setting ord(0) = + co and ] x ] = ,-Ord(*) forxE %X. Elements oforder 1
are said to be prime. As in [7], Section 3 we put, for iE Z, 
In(i) = {x E $ : 1 x j < c-i} = {x E $ : ord(x) 3 i}, 
so that R = m(s) is the valuation ri g of $ relative to v, m = m(l) is the unique 
maximal ideal of R, and (the Jordan division ring) $ = R/m is the residue 
class ring of f. Given yE $x, z, induces a discrete valuation ~(1) on the isotope 
$(Y) defined byx tt 1 x l(Y) = I y 1 j x J. Following [7] (3.3) one has, in obvious 
notation, 
tn’~‘(i’ = ,,$i-ordtrl) 
(1) 
for iEZ. We also claim 
(2) 
(3) 
for i, j, I E Z, and x E $x. The first two of these relations follow immediately 
from the valuation axioms, whereas the last is a consequence of 
LEMMA 1. I@Y4l < I x I I Y I I x I for x, Y, z E $. 
Proof. We may of course assume x # 0 # y and then, by passing tothe 
isotope x(Y), even y = 1. Fixing X, the estimate 
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lxozl = /P(l,x)aI = ~P(1+X)x-z-qX)xj 
< max(I 1 + x 12, 1, I x I”) I xI = m&L I x I”> I zI 
= m=(l xl-l, I x I> I* I I z I 
shows that here xists a real constant K, depending onx and 21, satisfying 
1 x 0 x I 6 K I x j j z 1 for all xE $. Given any such K, we apply the identity 
(a 0 b)2 = P(a)b” + P(b)a” + a 0 P(b)a, 
valid in all Jordan algebras ([4] Q J 30 p. 1.22), and obtain 
I x 0 .a 12 = 1(x 0 z)” /= / P(x)z2 + P(z)x” + x 0 P(z)x / 
< max(I X/a Iz 12, KI x 12 1 x I”) = Kl x 12 / x 12, 
whence /xozI < z/,/xl lzl.Th is ie s xozl <2;/F/X/IzIbyinduc- y Id 1 
tion on n, and as 1z -+ 00, Lemma 1 follows. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, we fix a locally compact non-discrete 
Jordan division ring, that is, aJordan division ring $ which carries a locally 
compact non-discrete Hausforff topology rendering the operations (x,y) I-+ 
Pi and x H x-l continuous. Schur’s Lemma (see McCrimmon [5] Theorem 3) 
tells u that he centroid, k, of f, i.e., the set of all OL EEnd,(%) satisfying 
&‘(x) = P(x)cy and P(m) = ti2P(x) for xE $, is a field, and we regard $ as a 
central simple algebra over kin the natural fashion. According to[8] Satz 1.3, 
our theorem will follow as soon as we have shown that kis infinite. Therefore 
we are allowed toassume from now on that its characteristic be p > 0. 
We also recall from [8] that here is a natural way of defining a discrete 
valuation v 6, henceforth called the canonical v uation of $, whose valuation 
ring is compact and which induces the original topology onf. More precisely, 
adopting our previous terminology to the present setup, / xI, for xE Ix, is just 
the module (see [9]) of the topological automorphism P(X) of the additive group 
of f; furthermore, th  residue class ring $ turns out to be finite associative and 
so may be regarded asa finite field. We indicate th natural map from R to #by 
x ++ X. For y E fx, the canonical v uation of $(Y) agrees with the valuation v(v) 
induced by v on y(y). 
2. RESIDUE CLASS DEGREES 
Let F be a finite subfield of k, the centroid of $. Then, clearly, Fl belongs to- 
RX u {O), and so F may be identified witha subfield of $ by means of CY t+ arl. 
We put fi(y/F) = [$‘ : F] and call this the first residue class degree off over F. 
Also, u being aprime lement of $, we put f2($/F) = fi($@)/F) and call this 
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the second residue class degree of$ over F. It follows from (1) that, when passing 
to an isotope f(v), y E $x, the two residue class degrees remain the same for y
having even order in % and are interchanged for y having odd order in $. The 
proof of this is analogous to the one of Lemma 6.1 in [7] and will be omitted. The 
following result serves as a substitute forthe fact hat, over local fields with 
finite r sidue class field, finite-dimensional unramified Jordan division algebras 
are associative ([7]Korollar ofSatz 6.3). 
LEMMA 2. Let F be a finite subjeld ofk such that fi($/F) = f2($/F) = 1. 
Then $ is associative. 
Proof. Fix a prime lement u in 8. The assumptions imply that Fl is a full 
set of representatives modulo m in R, and Fu is a full set of representatives 
modulo ntf2) innt. Hence Fl + Fu is a full set of representatives modulo rnt2) in
R, and [7] Proposition 4.3shows that every xE $ admits aconvergent u-adic 
expansion 
x = E P(u)jb, , 
where (bj)j,z is a sequence inFl + Fu, uniquely determined by X, such that 
bj = 0 for almost allj < 0. It follows that xmay be written u iquely asa (con- 
vergent) Laurent series inu over F. Hence, writing F(( T)) for the field offormal 
Laurent series inan indeterminate T over F, we obtain a unique F-linear map 
from F(( T))+ to j sending T into u, which is easily seen to be an isomorphism of 
quadratic Jordan algebras. This completes the proof. 
F still being afinite subfield of 12, we wish to show that f contains an F-sub- 
algebra isomorphic to j’. To this end we note that, for each aE f, the space 
F[u] spanned over F by the non-negative powers of a in $ is an associative 
subalgebra ([5] Proposition l),and P(xy) = P(x) P(y) for all x, y EF[u] ([4] 
QJ 37). This implies 
IXYI =lxllYl, (4) 
and F[a] is an integral domain. Letting 4 stand for the number of elements of3, 
we now claim 
LEMMA 3. Suppose we are given afinite subfield F ofk and an element a ERX 
such that agenerates hegroup 9-X. Then there edits an element w E R of order 
q - 1 in fx sattifiing c i = a, andF[w]/F isa$nitefield extension somorphic with 
$lF- 
Proof. We proceed along the usual ines ( ee the proof of I Theorem 7in [9], 
for example). Since a~-’ 3 1 mod m and f has characteristic p, we obtain 
a(~-l)P s 1 mod m(P) (5) 
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by induction n, which shows in conjunction with (4) that he sequence 
(a”“) converges tosome w E RX. Clearly, (3= a; and (5) implies w*--l = 1. 
Hence F[w], being finite, must be a field contained inR, and the canonical 
F-linear surjection from F[w] to $ is an isomorphism. 
3. EXTENSION OF THE BASE FIELD 
In order to prove the theorem, weargue indirectly and assume from now on 
that K, the centroid of $, is finite. W  put m = fi($/k) and obtain, byapplying 
Lemma 3 to F = K, an associative K-subalgebra K ofR isomorphic with j/k. 
The essential step of the proof consists in studying the base field extension 
$‘=K@$(@=@,).Toth is end we let he Galois group G of K/K act 
canonically on $’ by semi-linear transformations, and, choosing a enerator u of 
G, we obtain 
LEMMA 4. The quadratic Jordan algebra f’ = K @ $ over K is central 
simple. There xists a complete orthogonal system X = (cl ,..., cm) of idempotents in 
9’ having the following properties. 
(i) K@K = Kc,@**-@Kc,. 
(ii) ac,=c,+rfot.l <~<m,~modm. 
(iii) The idempotents c, (1 < p < m) are completely primitive and mutually 
connected in3’. 
Proof. Note that he central simplicity of $‘, though of course standard for 
p > 2, requires a proof in general. Forthis reason, we first consider the remaining 
assertions of the lemma. As K/k is Galois, the K-algebra K @ K splits into the 
direct sum of m ideals all isomorphic with K, and G acts imply transitive on 
these summands. It follows that asystem X having properties (i), (ii) exists. 
Write 2:” (1 < CL, Y < m) for the corresponding Peirce subspaces of 2’. Given 
0 # x’ E Al, we may form the element x = xzL,i UUX’, which b,elongs to 
cb1 $:, and hence is non-zero. Also, as x remains fixed under IS, it belongs to$ 
and so is invertible in f, hence in $‘, hence in CL1 f:, . It follows that x’ 
must be invertible in fil . Therefore crand consequently, by virtue of(ii), all 
c, (1 < ~1 < m) are completely primitive d mpotents in $‘. We observe n xt 
that rad $‘, the Jacobson radical of $‘, is G-invariant dso is defined over k. 
As its intersection w th$ makes up a quasi-invertible ideal in6, this inter- 
section iszero. Hence /’ is semi-simple. ForCL, v = l,..., m distinct, this 
property carries over to the subalgebra y:,, + f:, + fi,, which, because of 
[4] III Theorem 5p. 3.10, contains no absolute zero divisors ther than zero. The 
argument used in the proof of the First Structure Theorem for Jordan algebras 
having dcc on principal inner ideals ([4] pp. 3.25-3.26) maynow be repeated 
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verbatim toshow that $’ splits into the direct sum of finitely many simple 
ideals and that he idempotents cU (1 < p < m) are mutually connected ifand 
only if $’ itself is simple. The latter, more precisely, the central simplicity of $‘, 
now follows byreproducing word for word the proof of Theorem 7in [5]. 
Note that he above proof does not really depend on the special situation we are 
interested in. In fact, with only quite minor changes, it works equally well for an 
arbitrary central Jordan division algebra containing a finite Galois extension of 
the ground field. This matter, however, will not be pursued here any further. 
In passing from $ to j’, we wish to carry along the topology of$. Defining 
m’(i) = K @ rno) for iE Z, we obviously have, using (2), (3), 
p(m”i’) m”j’ c ,?pi+i), {m’(i)m’q~‘(z)} c ,n’(i+j+z) (6) 
for all integers i, j, 1. Hence, if we topologize f’ by prescribing (m’Qz as a 
fundamental system of neighborhoods f zero, it becomes atopological Jordan 
ring. As in Lemma 4, we denote by yLy (1 < p, Y < m) the Peirce subspaces of 
$’ relative to X, they are quipped with the induced topology. 
LEMMA 5. (i) The given topology of$ agrees with the one induced by 2’. 
(ii) The topological J ordan ring $’ is Hausdorff and locally compact. 
(iii) For 1 < p, v < m, p # v, $Ly is a locally compact nondiscrete sub-
space of f’. Also, the set $2 of elements in$L,, which are invertible in $:, + 
$Ly f 2% is open in YP:, and the corresponding inversion is continuous on $E . 
Proof. For i E Z we have rn’($) n $ = rno), which gives (i). Put n = n m’o); 
each rn’($) being defined over K, so is n, and n n f = n mu) = (01. Hence 
n = (O}, and $ is Hausdorff. Clearly, K @ R = m’(O) makes up an open 
subring of 6’. Given a K-basis (/3, ,..., pm)of K, the map y: R1” -+ K @ R 
defined by
for xr ,..., x, ER evidently is a continuous group epimorphism, Rm being 
regarded asthe m-fold Cartesian product of the additive topological group R. 
Hence K @ R is compact, and (ii) follows. For 1 < CL, v< m, the spaces jLy 
are obviously closed in$’ and therefore locally compact. We also note that each 
cU belongs to K @ R = m ‘lo). 
with m:(t) = rn’o) n 2;” . 
Hence, for iE Z, (6) yields rn’ti) = CUsy rnklf’, 
It follows that, for at least one pair of indices 
=, P = L.., 711, $,, ’ is non-discrete. If p = n, choose v # ?T, 1< v < m, and a 
non-zero element u E x:, . Then x ++ x 0 u defines a continuous injection from 
A?, to Jcv > whence $k, is’ non-discrete. We may therefore assume p# rr 
and m > 2. Choosing v = l,..., m distinct from p, 7~ and u E $h connecting 
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c, and c, , the map x F+ x 0 u from $i,, to j& is a homeomorphism. Repeating 
this argument once more yields the first part of (iii). As to the second, wenote 
that xE $Ly (CL # v) is invertible in d = y:, + /Ly + /L, if and only if 
x2 # 0 ([4] III Lemma 2 p. 3.22). Hence $E is open in $Ly. The equations 
am”i’ = u0 for i EZ show that o and the “trace” tr: $’ -+ $ defined by
tr(x) = Czzl aUx for xE 9’ are both continuous. Hence the inversion of $:, , 
being just he restriction of P(c,) 0 inv 0 tr to f;G , where inv stands for the 
inversion of 8, must be continuous as well. Therefore, themapping xw x-s = 
(x2)-l iscontinuous on f:“, and so is the inversion x H x-1 = P(x-2)x3. 
This completes the proof. 
In the remaining two sections of this paper, our original assumption that Kis 
finite will be refuted by.showing that he centroid of$’ is infinite, thereby 
contradicting Lemma 4 and the finiteness of K.
4. THE CASE f,($/k) > 2 
In this ection we settle the case m =f,($/k) > 2. Indeed, assuming this, 
Lemma 4 and the Coordinatization Theorem yield a “coordinate triple” 
(C, J, C,,), a diagonal matrix g = diag(g, ,...,g,) (gr= 1) with entries in
C’s n Cx and an isomorphism r]: $’ -+ H,(C, J, C, , g) sending c, to l[pp] for 
1 < p < m. Here (C, J) is an alternative K-algebra with involution, C’s is a 
J-ample nuclear subspace of H(C, J), the Jordan algebra of ]-symmetric 
elements inC, and H,(C, J, C,, g) stands for the Jordan algebra ofg-hermitean 
m x m matrices over C whose pth diagonal entries belong to Cog;’ (1 < p < m). 
Also, writing e,, for the ordinary matrix units, weset, as usual, c&p] = tie,,  
a[pv] = g,ae,, + gyaJey, for 1< CL, Y < m, p # Y, (Y, a E C. We allow ourselves to 
identify $’ with H,(C, J, C, , g) by means of 7 and recall from [5] Proposition 6 
that its centroid consists of calar multiplications by elements 01in the center ofC 
satisfying tic, C C’s .Applying now Lemma 4 again, we conclude that, as $’ 
is simple, sois (C, J), and as $I1 is a division algebra, so is C, , regarded asa 
subalgebra of H(C, J). H ence the Herstein-Kleinfeld-Osborn-McCrimmon 
Theorem ([4] III Theorem 9 p. 3.32) 1eaves only the following options for 
(C, J, Co). 
I. C = D @ Don, D an associative division algebra over K, J the 
exchange involution, C’s = H(C, J). 
II. (C, J) an associative d ision algebra with involution. 
III. C the split quaternion algebra over some extension field E of K, J the 
standard involution of C, C’s = E. 
IV. C an octonion algebra over some extension field E of K, J the standard 
involution of C, C, = E. 
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We put w = g;‘g;r[12] = g;l[12] and note that he map x ++ x[12] identifies 
the Jordan Cf with $;p’, this being just $I, regarded asa subalgebra of 
Y’(W). Hence, by Lemma 5, C+ inherits a topology from $is which makes it 
into alocally compact non-discrete Jordan algebra with continuous inversion. 
Moreover, the formulas 
xy[12] = {x[12] 0 (g,‘[22] 0 1[23])} 0 ((1[13] &[331) oy[12-j1, 
xJ[12] = P(1[12]){1[11] X 2g,i[22]) 
for X, y E C show that he multiplication and the involution of C are both con- 
tinuous. We now treat the above options separately andfirst uppose we are in 
Cases III or IV. As C has finite dimension ver E, E must be infinite since, 
otherwise, C would be discrete. As scalar multiplication by elements ofE 
clearly belongs tothe centroid of$‘, the latter must be infinite as well. Next 
suppose we are in Case II. Then C is a locally compact non-discrete associative 
division ri g. Therefore, by Jacobson’s Theorem [I] (see also [9] IProposition 5), 
the center, E say, of C is a local field, and E, = E n H(C, j) is a subfield of E
satisfying [E :E,,] < 2. Given 01 EE, , we have ti”C,, = &,a! C C, , which 
shows that scalar multiplication by a2 belongs tothe centroid of9’; again it 
follows that his is infinite. It remains to discuss Case I. We may then identify 
H,(C 1, Co, g) = $’ with M,(D)+, where M,(D) stands for the full matrix 
algebra ofrank m over D, and we regard D, D"P as being canonically imbedded 
in C = D @ DOD .Write X, non for the natural projections fromC onto D, DOP, 
respectively. The formula P(e,,)(xe,, + ye,,) = xezl for X, y E D amounts to 
saying that, under the identification of C with $i2 , J 0 n corresponds to the 
restriction of P(e,,) to$i2 . In particular, if D, Don are quipped with the induced 
topologies, rr is continuous. Similarly, 7pP is continuous, andit follows that D, 
being just he kernel of TOP, is closed inD @ Don. Altogether, as the equation 
(x, x) = (x, 0) + (x, oy f or x E D forces the diagonal map D -+ D @ DOP to be 
continuous, D becomes alocally compact associative d ision ring in this way. 
Assume that D is discrete. Then the same holds true for ,?%P = OJ, and, if 
((xn ,m)) is a sequence inD @ DOP tending to zero as n + co, (xn), ( yn) tend 
to zero in D, Don, respectively, since7r and TN are continuous. Hence (xn , yn) = 
(0,O) for all sufficiently large71, in contradiction o the fact hat D @ DOP is not 
discrete. Thus D is not discrete, andan argument similar to(but even simpler 
than) the one given in Case II shows that he centroid of 8 is indeed infinite. 
5. THE CASE f,($/k) = 2 3 f,($/k) 
We note that he centroid of$ does not change when passing toan isotope 
([5] Proposition 4). Hence, in order to complete he proof of the theorem, and in 
view of the preceding section, we may assume 2 > m = f&$/h) > f,($/K). By
48x/58/2-8 
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Lemma 2 we may further assume m = 2. Then, choosing X as in Lemma 4, 
we write, asbefore, jAy (1 ,< II, v< 2) for the Peirce subspaces of f’ relative 
to X. Given vE $;a invertible n f’, $& makes up a unital subalgebra of $‘(V), 
which we denote by $;?I. 
LEMMA 6. (i) The subspaces $il + $& and ,$$ of $’ are dejned over k. 
Setting 3” = (fi, + $&) n f, $& = fiz n f, we have 
$=-x+0%, 2f- n 2% = KC (7) 
and X is a closed non-discrete division subalgebra of$. 
(ii) If every non-xero element of $iz is invertible in $‘, $;p’ is associative 
for every vE fi2 , v # 0. 
Proof. (i) Lemma 4 (ii) implies a$:, = ~:+,,y+, for 1 ,< p, v ,< 2, 
CL, v mod 2, which shows that $;r + $;a and $;a are G-invariant, hence defined 
over k. Given xE f, we may write x = y + x, y E $;r + f;a , z E 3;s , and 
as x stays fixed under G, so do y and Z. Thus (7) follows. Given 0 # x E Y, we 
have x = x1 + xe with x, E $i,, for p = 1, 2. Applying u to this equation yields 
xa = uxr , hence x, # 0 # x2 . Therefore x is invertible in $;r + f& , and 
its inverse tays fixed under G, that is, belongs to%?. We have thus hown that %
is a division subalgebra of f. Since $;r + ,$;;a , being the kernel ofP(cl , c,), is 
closed in$‘, x is closed in$, by virtue ofLemma 5(i). Suppose %” is discrete. 
Then s C R since, for uE x - R, the sequence (u+),+, would tend to zero as 
n ---f co, and, as R is compact, Z must be finite. Write N for its generic norm 
over k. Then the rule xw N(x2) defines a homogeneous polynomial function 
the k-space $ra representing 0 o ly trivially, and Chevalley’s Theorem on forms 
over finite fields shows that $ra is finite. H nce, by (7) $ is finite, andwe have a
contradiction. ( i) Fix a non-zero element w E $ra . Obviously, Xs makes up a 
closed division subalgebra of f cw), denoted by9, which cannot be discrete; for
this would, as before, imply the finiteness of 9, hence of 2;s , in contradiction 
to Lemma S(iii). Clearly, f,(Z/k) <f,($(“)/k) < 2. Assume fl(9/k) = 2. 
Then Lemma 3 yields a ubfield K’ of 9 which is k-isomorphic with K. There- 
fore K @ 9 = f;iW!“’ contains K @ K’ and hence two supplementary o tho- 
gonal idempotents. On the other hand, the assumptions on 9;s imply that 
AP’ is a division algebra. This contradiction shows fl(.9/k) = 1. Passing toan 
isotope of9 amounts to replacing w by another non-zero element of $r2 , 
and so we also have f,(LZ/k) = 1. Now Lemma 2 implies that 9 is associative. 
This property carries over to f;Lw,“’ andall its isotopes, which is precisely what 
we had to prove. 
Lemma 4 tells u that $’ is a simple quadratic Jordan algebra ofcapacity two 
over K. By the Osborn-McCrimmon Theorem ([4] III Theorem 10 p. 3.38) it 
therefore agrees, upto isomorphism, with one of the following. 
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I. An outer ideal containing 1 ofM,(D)+, where D is an associative d ision 
algebra over K and M,(D) is the full matrix algebra ofrank 2over D. 
II. An outer ideal containing 1 ofH,(D, J, g), where (D, J) is an associative 
division algebra with involution over K, g E GL,(D) is hermitean and H,(D, 1, g) 
is the Jordan algebra ofg-hermitean 2-by-2 matrices with entries in D. 
III. An outer ideal containing 1 of the Jordan algebra associated with a 
non-degenerate quadratic form over some extension field E of K. 
Suppose first weare in Case III. Then $L,, for p = 1,2, may be identified 
with aunital outer ideal of Ef. Hence the assumption that Eis finite implies that 
X is finite, in contradiction o Lemma 6(i). Thus E is infinite. Scalar multipli- 
cation bycz2, 01EE, clearly belongs tothe centroid of$‘, which, therefore, is 
infinite as well. Next suppose we are in Case II. Replacing 6’by its conjugate 
under an appropriate inner automorphism of M,(D), we are allowed toassume 
c, = e,,, for ,LL = 1, 2. This is easily seen to imply that g is a diagonal matrix, 
g = diagk,, g2) with gl, g2 E HP, Ax, and, as f’ is an outer ideal inH,(D, J, g), 
one verifies mmediately that he rule x+ $121 defines an isomorphism from D+ 
onto f;iw’, with w = g$g;1[12]. H ence Lemma 6(ii) shows that D inherits 
from f;iw”’ the structure of a unital commutative associative K-algebra, denoted 
by D’, which satisfies D'+ = Df. Therefore the identity map on D is a Jordan 
isomorphism from D' to D and so, by the Jacobson-Rickart Theorem ([3] 
pp. 2-3), is an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism. In any event, D itself must 
be commutative. It isalso infinite, by Lemma S(iii), andthis property carries over 
over first toH(D, J) and then to the centroid of f’. Finally, we turn to Case I. 
As before, there is no harm in assuming c,= eL1,, forp = 1, 2. Then we have the 
equations 
ell 0xe12 = xe12 , ell 0xezl = xezl y PkJ[e21 0xe12] = xe,, 
for x ED and ~1 = 1, 2, which show that $’ is all of M,(D)+. Also, setting 
w = e,, + e2] Twe identify $;kw’ as a topological algebra with (D @ DOD)+ by 
means of (x, y) t) xe,, + ye,, .Under this identification, the exchange involu- 
tion of D @ D"P agrees with P(w) on $I2 and hence is continuous. From 
Whk12 0 e2Jl 0 x2 = vel 2
for x, y E D we conclude that, when D is identified with the first factor f
D @ D"P, its multiplication bec mes continuous as well. The proof may now be 
completed asin Case Iof Section 4.
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